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Q.1(a) Draw vertical cross sectional diagram of POWER MOSFET. Label its different layers. Explain and Draw 
switching characteristics of Power MOSFET. 

[5] 

Q.1(b) In the diode  and LC network, the capacitor is charged to voltage Vo with upper plate positive. Switch 
S is closed at t=0. Derive expressions for current through and voltage across C.   

 

[5] 

   
   

Q.2(a) With the help of equivalent circuit diagram explain operating principle of Fly Back converter along with 
the theoretical waveforms under discontinuous mode of operation. 

[5] 

Q.2(b) The average output voltage of forward converter is 24V at a resistive load of 0.8Ω. The ON-state voltage 
drops of transistors and diodes are 1.2 V and 0.7V, respectively. The duty cycle is 0.4 and switching 
frequency is 1kHz. The DC supply voltage is 12V. The turns ratio of transformer is a=Ns/Np=0.25. 
Determine (a) Input current (b) Input power (c) Open circuit transistor voltage. 

[5] 

   
   

Q.3(a) Explain  Space vector PWM switching scheme. Obtain and draw the instantaneous phase voltages (time 
averaging) during one switching cycle period for sector 1. 

[5] 

Q.3(b) Explain the operating principle of Flying capacitor Multilevel converter with a neat circuit diagram. [5] 
   
   

Q.4(a) A basic series resonant inverter has both inductors (L1=L2=L) of 50µH. It has a capacitor of 6µF. 
Connected resistive load is of 2Ω. The DC supply voltage is 220V and the frequency of output voltage is 
7kHz. Determine (a) the maximum possible turn OFF time for the Thyristor (b) maximum permissible 
frequency. 

[5] 

Q.4(b) The L-type ZCS Resonant converter delivers a maximum power of 400mW at output voltage of 4V. the 
supply voltage is 12V. The maximum operating frequency is 50kHz.Determine the values of L and C. 
Assume that the intervals t1 and t3 are small, and x=(peak inductor current/output current)=1.5.         

[5] 

   
   

Q.5(a) Write short notes on IGBT gate Drive circuit. [5] 
Q.5(b) Explain the PIN configuration of UC3843 chip. Draw the functional block diagram of UC3843 chip? [5] 
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